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Abstract 
The paper reviews and discusses the main factors, limiting the accuracy of polarimetric measurements in tokamak plasma. 
Theoretical methods, describing evolution of polarimetry state in tokamak plasma, are demonstrated not to contribute noticeably 
to inaccuracy at sufficiently short beam wavelengths. Based on the literature data as well as on our preliminary estimates it is 
possible to conclude that the following factors dominate: i) calibration procedure; ii) refraction in the inhomogeneous plasma; iii) 
influence of weak relativistic effects on plasma dielectric permittivity. The contribution of these factors to is within the range of 
several per cent. Other causes of measurement inaccuracies (absorption in plasma, diffraction of sounding beam, ray torsion, 
nonstationary processes in plasma) seem to be less significant. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the ENEA Fusion Technical Unit.  
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1. Introduction 
Polarimetric diagnostic is one of the basic tools in modern thermonuclear devices [1,2]. Usually it is 
combined with other diagnostic methods, like interferometry, and provides estimation of two main plasma 
parameters crucial for tokamak or stellarator safety operation – electron density N  and the distribution of poloidal 
and toroidal component of the magnetic field B , and hence the current density in the plasma I . Obtained results 
could be affected by many factors: imperfections of optical and electronic systems (ambient noise in microwave/IR 
receivers, electronic system of signal processing, mechanical vibrations, spurious ellipticity, spurious oscillations), 
which can change the e-m beam polarization state in magnetized plasma (plasma instabilities and inhomogeneities, 
Thomson scattering, absorption, refraction, relativistic effects, coupling between Faraday and Cotton-Mouton 
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effects, finite beam width, reflection from retroreflector in the double passage regime), inaccuracies caused by 
mathematical models (the accuracy of Budden and QIA approximation, computational accuracy of equations, 
accuracy of data inversion procedures). 
 However, though polarimetry has been well known for many years, up to now only few of factors have 
been analyzed in the literature as a potential source of the error. In our short review we preset the most important 
factors being the potential sources of error, considering them in a brief, if not schematic way. We hope, this kind of 
presentation does not prevent more detailed analysis in the future. 
2. Inaccuracy of theoretical methods describing polarization ellipse evolution in tokamak plasma 
Quasi-isotropic approximation of the geometrical optic method is an adequate electrodynamical basis for 
tokamak plasma polarimetry and all other equations of polarization state evolution .  
In the infrared band of the electromagnetic spectrum, which is used in plasma polarimetry and 
interferometry, thermonuclear plasma possesses properties of weakly inhomogeneous and weakly anisotropic 
medium. Weak inhomogeneity means that the main plasma parameters eN  (electron density) and B  (static 
magnetic field) only slightly change at distances, comparable with the probing beam wavelength. The same is true 
for dimensionless parameters (presented here in SI units) 
 2
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where pω  is plasma frequency and cω  is electron cyclotron frequency. At these frequencies plasma demonstrates 
properties of weakly anisotropic medium. It means that off-diagonal components of dielectric tensor ,ikε  ,ki ≠ are 
small in comparison with the diagonal term 
 X−=10ε  (2.3) 
with corresponds to dielectric permittivity of isotropic plasma. Thus, for weakly anisotropic plasma the components 
of anisotropy tensor ikikik δεεν 0−=  are small as compared with permittivity X−=10ε  of isotropic plasma, which 
is close to a unit in virtue of 1<<X . 
 The basic condition for geometrical optics applicability is inequality [3, 4, 8, 9]: 
 ,~ GGGO ∇μ  (2.4) 
where π2λ= and G  is any of plasma parameters 0,,,, εYXBN . 
 Involving additionally an “anisotropic” small parameter 
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and expanding the wave field in combination with the small parameter 
 ( )AGO μμμ ,max=  (2.6) 
we arrive at the quasi-isotropic approximation (QIA).  
 
2.1. Quasi-isotropic approximation (QIA) as basic approach for tokamak plasma polarimetry 
A quasi-isotropic approximation of the geometric optics method was suggested in [4]. That approach was 
first put forward in the book [3] and later developed in detail in the review paper [5] as well as in the book [6] (see 
also later books [7, 8]). The basic equations of the method 
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describe the evolution of components 1Γ  and 2Γ  of the polarization vector in the form of complex ordinary 
differential equations. Equations (2.7) may serve as the basis for derivation of all other types of equations describing 
polarization state evolution along the curved and torsioned ray: Stokes vector, Complex Polarization Angle, 
Complex Polarization Ratio or sets of angular variables: ( )χψ , , ( )δα,  or ( )δψ ,  [9]. In particular, it is possible to 
obtain a precise value of the vector Ω  introduced in [10] and widely used in plasma polarimetry, e.g. in Stokes 
vector equation  
 
sΩs ×=
σd
d  (2.8) 
for any weakly anisotropic and weakly inhomogeneous medium – like dichroic or relativistic media. 
Segre et al. [11] asserts that SVF is valid both for weakly and strong anisotropic plasma. Unfortunately, in our 
opinion, assertion seems to be unreliable: SVF deals with Stokes vector, which is defined only for transverse 
electromagnetic waves, whereas electric vector E  in case of strong and moderate anisotropy possesses a significant 
longitudinal component. As a result, the scope of SVF applicability is restricted to the case of weak anisotropy, 
similar to QIA. 
2.2. Inaccuracy of QIA 
As mentioned above, QIA deals with asymptotic expansion of the wave field in the small parameter μ : 
 ( ) ϕμμ ike⋅+++= ...2210 AAAE  (2.9) 
where nA  is an amplitude in th−n  order of approximation, k  is a wave number: λπ2=k , and ϕ  is an eikonal. 
In practice, we consider only the zeroth approximation, and neglect the contribution of smaller terms of the higher 
order in μ . Therefore, any inaccuracy of the zeroth term is of the order of μ . 
 The first, geometrical optics term in Eq. (2.4) can be estimated as LGO ~μ , where L  is the 
characteristic scale of plasma inhomogeneity. The smallest scale, of turbulent pulsations in tokamaks is about 
m 01.0cm 1 = and at the same time the beam wavelength is m 100~ μλ . That is why the ratio L  does not exceed 
310−≈GOμ  Thus, the parameter GOμ  is lesser than 310−  and can be eliminated from further analysis. 
 The same is true for the anisotropic small parameter ,Aμ  which in order of magnitude is comparable with 
the maximum of products XY  or 2XY : 
 ( ).,max~ 2XYXYAμ  (2.10) 
 For tokamak plasma, where -320 m 10~N , T 5~B  and the beam wavelength m 100~ μλ , the anisotropic 
parameter Aμ  is smaller than 410−  and also can be excluded from further analysis. Thus, the accuracy of QIA, and 
therefore the accuracy of other methods discussed above, is sufficient for description of polarization ellipse 
evolution along the ray in tokamak plasma. 
3. Other aspects of inaccuracy problem 
3.1. Contribution of absorption 
Absorption may noticeably influence polarization state in situation, when absorption coefficients for 
normal waves are different enough, that is when the dichroic effect is observed [15]. Coefficients, describing the 
phenomenon of dichroism, were studied previously by many scholars, in particular in [16]. Within of Stokes vector 
formalism, which deals with plane layered plasma, they were studied by Segre et al. [12]. Absorption and dichroic 
coefficients were also discussed by Kravtsov et al. [13] on the basic of quasi-isotropic approximation (QIA), which 
is related to weakly anisotropic plasma, but does not require the plasma to be plane-layered.  
 No exact numerical studies on the impact of dichroism on polarimetric measurements have been performed 
so far, so the effect should be examined in the future. However, in our opinion, the phenomenon does not 
significantly affect the accuracy of polarimetric measurements. 
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3.2. Influence of refraction 
The precision of polarimetric measurements could be affected by refraction of the probing beam passing 
through the plasma with the gradient of density perpendicular to the ray path. When the beam trajectory is 
curvilinear instead of a straight line, polarisation is additionally altered by changes in: the path length in the plasma, 
plasma density and magnetic field components values along the path. Moreover, even a small deviation of the beam 
from its nominal path at the output from the plasma results in vital displacement of the beam at long distances. 
When the distance from the plasma to the next focusing optical element is about several meters, the beam deviation 
in the order of tenths of a degree causes a shift in the order of a few centimetres at this distance. Additionally, such a 
refracted beam could be partially or entirely lost by the shift over the vessel exit window.  
The bulk of the current literature discusses refraction in a qualitative way and studies have been carried out 
within the geometrical optics approximation, which is valid as long as the density scale of the plasma inhomogeneity 
is greater than the beam wavelength. Using the ray tracing technique, authors [17-20] estimated analytically or 
numerically the magnitude of refraction for an assumed theoretical plasma configuration with cylindrical or 
elliptical symmetry with parabolic density profile. The influence of refraction on polarimetric measurements has 
been analyzed shortly only in [17,20], but considerations were limited only to pure Faraday effect in [17] and pure 
Cotton-Mouton effect in [20]. 
3.3. Account of weak relativity in hot plasma 
Kinetic energy of electrons in hot plasma is equal to kT , where k  is Boltzmann constant and T  is the 
temperature of hot plasma. Kinetic energy kT  may appear in dielectric permittivity of plasma only in the form of 
combination 2cmkT erel =μ , where em  is electron mass. For temperature K 10150 6⋅=T : thermal energy kT  is 
about keV 13 , whereas for electron energy 2cme  it is keV 511 . As a result, the relativistic factor can be estimated 
as 025.0≈relμ . This problem was analyzed in several papers [22-26]. According to the analysis presented recently 
in [26] relativistic components of permittivity tensor result in relativistic thermal corrections to the vector Ω  up to 
the second order in relμ . At ITER plasma conditions corrections are in %10  range and have to be taken into 
account in precise polarimetric calculations for high temperature thermonuclear devices. 
3.4. Account of weak relativity in hot plasma 
The polarimetric system in JET is so complicated that linear input polarization converts into elliptical one 
even in “cold” conditions, that is in the absence of dense plasma. Therefore, the polarimetric system needs a 
procedure, which might convert output spurious elliptical polarization into linear input one. Such a procedure has 
been proposed in [27], assuming that all optical components of a polarimetric system could be modeled as a product 
of Mueller matrices representing the wire grid used as an analyzer, two retarders and the half-wave plate used for 
calibration. A comparison of the calibrated experimental data with the rigorous numerical solution of the Stokes 
equations revealed a good quality of the developed procedure. Unfortunately, the procedure was time-consuming 
and could not be used in real-time experiments. Recently another method has been proposed, based on the Complex 
Amplitude Ratio and Jones matrix formalism [28], for calculations in the real time. 
 
3.5. Spurious oscillations 
Polarimetry measurements could be affected by the interference between the probing beam and stray 
radiations of the same frequency. As was shown in [29] such an interference leads to characteristic spurious 
oscillations in polarimetric measurements, observed in many experiments such as Tore Supra or JET. Parameters of 
the polarization ellipse (azimuth and phase shift) are sinusoidal functions of the probing beam phase shift and as a 
result their values are periodically overestimated and underestimated with “one fringe frequency” in plasma line 
integrated density domain. It is a very poorly investigated problem. For existing and future polarimeters, special care 
should be taken to make sure that all the possible sources of stray beams are sufficiently minimized. 
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3.6. Reflections from CCR 
The cube-corner retroreflector (CCR) is an optical element widely used in tokamak 
polarimeter/interferometer systems. However, as was theoretically shown in [30,31] CCR modifies the state of 
polarization of the incident radiation as a result of dichroism, i.e., different attenuation for the two components of 
the beam electric field on the material with complex refractive index.. The results of calculations [31] show 
dependence of output polarization on a complex refractive index value (the CCR material and beam wavelength) as 
well as entering ray polarization, coordinates and tilt angle. In general, all the three last quantities vary while the 
beam passes through magnetized plasma: the first one as a result of the Faraday and the Cotton-Mouton effect and 
the others as a result of refraction. Up to now this problem has not been investigated experimentally. Especially the 
impact of erosion, sputtering, deposition and redeposition or thermal stress on the depolarizing properties of the 
CCR has not been thoroughly understood. Further investigations are needed. 
 
4. Conclusions 
Selected sources of inaccuracies in plasma polarimetric measurements are briefly presented. It is shown that 
theoretical methods, describing evolution of polarimetry state in tokamak plasma do not contribute noticeably to 
inaccuracy at sufficiently short beam wavelengths. Based on the literature data as well as on our preliminary 
estimates it is possible to conclude that the following factors dominate: i) calibration procedure; ii) refraction in the 
inhomogeneous plasma; iii) influence of weak relativistic effects on plasma dielectric permittivity. The contribution 
of these factors to the inaccuracy is within the range of several per cent. Other sources of possible inaccuracies 
(absorption in plasma, diffraction of sounding beam, ray torsion, nonstationary processes in plasma) seem to be less 
significant.  
It is evident that to minimize errors of polarimetric measurements even a wider range of factors resulting in 
measurement inaccuracies than those presented here needs to be taken into account. We hope that this short 
presentation will act as a spur to more comprehensive and detailed analysis in the future. 
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